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Introduction
This handbook is designed to show prospective members what Madison Motorsports is all
about. It describes the activities and events our members take part in. It also includes
everything you need to know to get involved in MM and get started up in autocross, which can
seem somewhat complicated from the outside. As well as information about autocross events,
it also delves very briefly into driving techniques and working with different automotive
technologies. In short, this handbook is an extremely brief primer to give you an idea of what
participating in motorsports with MM will be like, and gives you the information you need to get
started.
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What is Madison Motorsports?
Madison Motorsports is a group of James Madison University students and alumni, dedicated
to learning to drive faster and safer. Members do not take part in street racing or other illegal
on-road driving. Instead we compete in a variety of motorsport oriented activities. Most
popular is autocross, but we also work, spectator and drive at tracks like Summit Point and VIR
(Virginia International Raceway). Each year we host a car show and have frequent “wrench days.”
We go carting every semester, and have cruises and cookouts. You do not need a car to
participate in MM, all you need is an interest in motorsports!
What is Autocross?
Autocross is a form of motorsports popular with budding motorsport enthusiasts and college
students because of its low risks and costs. An autocross, or as the Sports Car Club of
America defines it, a Solo Event, is an event in which one automobile at a time is timed over a
clearly defined course, with elapsed time and appropriate penalties for course deviations being
the determining factor for awards. In other words, a course is set up in a large, empty parking
lot or anywhere with enough open tarmac, using pylons to guide participants. Each car is given a
set number of timed runs in which to try and get the lowest time they can. Most courses are
between 30-70 seconds long. Each event typically only costs drivers $25-35.
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What to Know
If you are interested in getting started with autocross, the first thing to do is start joining
some organizations! If you are reading this, you have either joined or are thinking about joining
Madison Motorsports, which will provide you with a healthy schedule of events and a discount on
SCCA events. However, you should also join the Blue Ridge Region of the SCCA, its $40 a year
and gives you access to all the event schedules and the ability to register in advance online.
Otherwise, you’ll still have to join at your first event for a “weekend membership,” so you might
as well get it out of the way and save yourself some time on track day.
Rules and Regulations
Every year the Sports Car Club of America publishes a Solo Rulebook for all drivers, it includes
information on permitted cars and modifications, definitions of classes, autocross rules, and a
list of stock car classes among other things. It is highly recommended you thumb through it
before participating in your first autocross. A free download link for the Rulebook can be found
at, http://www.scca.com/contentpage.aspx?content=61.
Classing Your Car
Classing your car is fairly simple, there are several main classes: the stock category, street
touring, street prepared, street modified, prepared and modified. The stock category is fairly
self-explanatory, some basic modifications cosmetic modifications are allowed, but otherwise
the car must be run as with the same specifications with which it was sold. The street touring
category allows for more aggressive modifications in a car that is still intended for street use.
The street prepared category is a step above the street touring category. Most people in MM
will run some variation of stock, ST, or SP. I encourage you to reference the descriptions and car
listings in the SCCA 2009 Solo 98Rulebook to class your car appropriately (Handbook, 5990).
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Typical Penalties
An autocross typically applies a penalty to a driver’s course time if they displace a cone. The
SCCA deducts two seconds for a “gate” cone, which signifies a gate a driver must pass through,
and does not assign a penalty for “directional” cones, which indicate which direction a driver
should turn to enter a gate. The reason no penalty is assigned is because if a driver manages to
hit a directional cone, in all probability they have ventured off course. If a driver misses a gate
they will receive an off course, that that run will not be timed. Different organizations apply
different rules and penalties, so always attend the driver’s meeting and never be afraid to ask a
question.

Penalty Assigned

No Penalty Assigned
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Preparing Your Car
There is no complicated preparation procedure to get ready for an autocross. Just a few basic
things you should do before track day. First, go over your entire car and make sure it is welltuned. Make sure you have some meat left on your brake pads, and a firm pedal. If not consider
replacing your pads and flushing your fluid. Check your tires, if you’re stretching out the last few
micrometers of tread, chances are you will kill them off during the autocross. Check your power
steering and coolant lines for signs of age, and replace any that make you nervous. Some engines
(BMWs in particular) have a tendency to pick up a valve tick after a few runs, this can be negated
by slightly overfilling your oil. Take anything extra out of the car to save you some time on the
morning of the event. Raise your tire pressure about 10lbs (usually to around 40psi) right
before you come to the track, often times MM will stop as a group at a nearby gas station to do
so.
What to Bring With You
It’s not a bad idea to have a couple basic tools, some fluids (oil, coolant, power steering), and
some glass cleaner with you on autocross day. If you have a mobile air tank or compressor, put
your name on it and bring it along, MMers like to play with their tire pressure between runs and
are always looking for one to borrow. If you have a helmet, bring it with you so you don’t have to
borrow one of the loaner helmets. As of 2010 SCCA requires a Snell M00 rating or newer. Both
Motorcycle and Sport Application Helmets are acceptable. You’ll be out in the sun all day, so
prepare accordingly. If its earlier or late in the season, dress in layers, you might start in a
sweatshirt and jacket, and end up in a t-shirt. Bring sunscreen and a hat, and plenty of water.
Snacks are always a good idea, and people tend to group up and make quick trips out for lunch. A
folding chair is always welcome so you can hang out and watch during your run group off. Bring a
camera! You’ll have a great opportunity to get some awesome photos for your friends and
family. Most MMers will be glad to take your camera and get some shots of you on course if they
aren’t driving or working.
What Will it Do to My Car?
The biggest advantage of autocross,
especially to poor college students,
is its low-cost, low-risk design. While
you are asking more of your car than
you are during everyday driving, it is
nowhere near as demanding as a
track event. You can expect to
slightly reduce the life of your tires
but not enough to incur a noticeable
cost.
Fig. 5
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Track Day!
Wondering how a typical day of autocross will go? Here is a quick break down of a normal event.
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Good Morning
Try not to stay up all night before an autocross, MM meets in the Rockingham parking lot
usually between 8-9 a.m. and leaves in a group shortly thereafter. We know its early, but trust
us, once you’re there you won’t regret a thing! If you want to spectate, you’re welcome to come
down to the event anytime, or if you don’t have a car at school, hitch a ride with someone and tag
along.
How Far is it?
There are events from Fairfax to Danville and everywhere in between. The Verona lot is less than
30 minutes from school and has events frequently throughout the season. There are other
events within an hour or so from school. The SCCA holds events in Salem, Radford and Danville
as well which are between two and three hours from school. MM may not attend these events in
as large of numbers, but a few of the diehards are sure to go.
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At the Track
MM will usually arrive at the track around 9:30. When you first arrive you’ll want to go up to the
registration tent, pay, sign the waiver and get your wrist band. Then you have some time to get
set up. Officials will probably still be finalizing the course, keep an eye out for them to finish and
see if people start to walk the course. Walking the course is a way for you to get a feel for the
layout of the course before driving it, and begin crafting your approach to each corner. Pair up
with another MMer and hear another person’s approach to the course to help you get a feel for
what you will do. When you walk, don’t walk in a large pack of people, try to walk in a small group
and give the people in front of you plenty of room, this way you can see as much of the course as
possible in front of you while you walk it. Sometimes there will be a guided novice walkthrough
after the drivers’ meeting. Try to walk the course a few times so that you are comfortable with
it before your first run.
Before, during and after you walk the course, you can get your car ready. Remove every loose
object from your trunk and interior. Don’t forget the floor mats, and glove box. Check under the
seat for any lost soda bottles or pens. This may seem a little excessive, but glove boxes have
been known to pop open hitting a hard bump, and you don’t want any loose object or unanchored
floor mats interfering with your pedals. Remove your spare tire and jack from the trunk, and
tape your numbers and car class onto both sides of your car. After you do all of this you can
take your car to technical inspection.
At the tech station they will check your wheels and hubs to make sure there is no play, and your
battery to make sure it is secured well. Sometimes they check your brake and throttle pedals
and helmet. If there is an issue, be respectful and see if someone can help you resolve it before
the event so you can still compete.
The driver’s meeting is usually scheduled for 10:45, and will be announced repeatedly as it
approaches. Be sure to attend, they will review scoring and safety procedures, and announce run
groups and the run schedule. The first group starts running at 11:00.
During your run group you will move your car from the paddock area where you set your car up
and removed all your things to the grid area, where you stage your car and wait for your runs. It
is a good idea to let your car reach running temperature before straining it out on course. There
will be a grid organizer that will manage your run group and tell you which order to go, follow their
instruction and pay attention to them at all times to help things run smoothly.
You will be assigned to drive one group and work the course another. Then you have one or two
groups free to grab lunch and watch the other drivers. After all groups have completed their
timed runs, if there is time there will be fun runs. Fun runs are more relaxed, unrecorded
opportunities to keep driving the course and are a fantastic opportunity to experiment with
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some new techniques you were afraid might impact your time. The timing equipment is left
standing so you can track your improvement. All driver’s interested in participating in fun runs
are split into two groups to alternate driving and working. Each run costs a dollar, so be sure to
bring a bunch of dollar bills.
Some events are completely wrapped up by 3:00 p.m. and others can go considerably longer, you
can usually expect to be home by dinner time.

Fig. 7
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Track Behavior
There are a few do’s and don’ts at the track that will ensure you have an enjoyable day.
Working the Course
If you drive, the SCCA expects you to work the course. They are stricter than other
organizations, and the worker steward will track who works and who doesn’t. There are corner
stations set up around the track. Each station will have a fire extinguisher, radio, and red flag.
There are usually at least two people assigned to each station, often times more. You can split
the duties of running to reset cones, manning the radio, and holding the red flag between your
group. Your job as a corner worker is to observe the track for any dangerous situation. This
could include an unauthorized car or person on the course, an animal on the course, damage to a
vehicle. Or a vehicle losing control and stopping on course. The person holding the flag should be
especially observant. Do not hold the flag rolled up, unfurl it when you get to the station, and the
bunch in your hand. If you observe anything dangerous on track, start waving the flag and
attempt to get the driver’s attention. The radio worker should call in the incident as soon as
they see it. As corner workers you are responsible for calling in and resetting any cones that are
hit. The radio worker should call in the penalty by car number, and the runner should reset the
cone as quickly as possible, provided the course is safe.
Ride Alongs
Most MMers will be glad to let you ride with them, some of us rarely navigate the course with a
bare passenger seat. Likewise, most drivers are friendly and open to giving ride alongs, all you
have to do is ask. However, some drivers can be extremely competitive, especially if they are
attempting to go on to the Solo National events. If a driver is seems unwilling or reluctant to let
you ride along be respectful and thank them anyway. The weight of extra person and distraction
of a passenger could cost someone their standings during a pinnacle run.
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Driving Tips
This section outlines a few of the driving procedures and techniques that will help you get
started in the right direction to becoming a purebred autocrosser.
Timing Equipment
The timing equipment the SCCA uses allows the driver to take their time and prepare
themselves before a launch. When your run approaches the grid organizer will you have you line up
behind the start, usually two or three cars deep. Get your helmet on and secure, and fasten your
seatbelt. The “lock and scoot” trick is extremely helpful for stock belts and will be reviewed
later. The cars in front of you will eventually go and you will be called up to the starting line.
Watch the starting worker to guide you where to stop. There is a light that will turn on when you
can enter the course; however the timing does not begin until you pass through the starting
gate, and ends when you pass through the stop gate, so you can take your time executing your
launch.
Launching
The ideal launching
procedure is relatively
simple. Rev the engine (to
what speed varies by each
car), and release the clutch
quickly, the ideal launch has
just a small amount of wheel
spin. As a general rule, the
more torque your engine has,
the lower you need to rev for
an effective launch. For quick
reference, a BMW I-6 engine
can be effectively launched
Fig. 9
from 2-3000rpms, and a Mazda Miata usually requires 4000rpms, where as some all-wheeldrive Subaru’s and Mitsubishi’s can be launched from redline. All of this is dependent on your
individual car, driving style and the traction available on the course. It’s easy to get a feel for,
and you’ll probably be doing it effectively after your first few runs. If you have an automatic or
some form of clutch-less manual, refer to the “Special Transmissions” section.
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Braking
You should complete your braking for a turn before you enter the corner. This follows the old
racing adage “slow in, fast out.” In short, when the car is under braking, the weight of the car is
transferred forward, and the front tires are charged with the task of slowing the car down. This
leaves you little to no lateral grip. Releasing the brakes before you enter a corner relaxes the
chassis and helps it behave more neutrally throughout the corner.
Shifting
Most autocross courses are designed so that the driver only has to shift once, from first to
second. Often times attempting to downshift again for corners only damages your time.
However, sometimes a course may slow down enough for it to be effective to downshift into
first gear, or depending on how your car is geared, fast enough for you to hit third, requiring a
change down into second. Heel-toe is the proper and safest way to downshift a car, both on the
track and on the street. Have you ever had your tires chirp or the rear end step out when you
downshifted? Heel-toe eliminates this by matching the speed of the engine to the speed of the
transmission allowing a buttery smooth gear change, all while using the brake to slow the car
down.

Begin braking as you normally would, with the ball of
your foot on the brake pedal.

Continue braking and prepare to disengage the
clutch pedal.

As you select the lower gear, roll your foot to blip
the throttle while maintaining constant pressure
on the brake pedal.

Reapply the throttle, or be prepared to do so,
depending on your current situation.

Fig. 10
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Apex
The Apex is where the driver touches the inside line of a corner. There are several techniques
debating where to apex, but generally, you want to travel from the outside of the track, through
the corner to the inside of the track, and back towards the outside of the track, allowing the car
to follow a larger radius and maintain a higher rate of speed. A late apex is a technique that
shifts the apex further towards the exit of the corner, causing the car to complete most of its
turning earlier in the curve and allowing more throttle to be applied on exit.
Special Transmissions
So far this manual has referenced driving techniques referring to cars equipped with a
traditional manual transmission, so I’ll include a quick section about the alternatives.
Traditional Automatic transmissions can still compete in an autocross event. It is
recommended you do not perform a “neutral drop” to launch the car. Revving the engine in
neutral and shifting to drive can be very damaging to your drive train. However, you can approach
the launch line in gear and hold the brake with your left foot, gently applying throttle causing the
car to squat a little. You can quickly release the brake and still get a somewhat effective launch.
If your vehicle is equipped with “Steptronic, Autoshift, Tiptronic” or the multitude of brand
names for what is generically referred to as a “manumatic” or “slapshifter,” you can set your
transmission into that manual mode and gain some control as to where on course it shifts. If
you have a more traditional automatic, you may still be able to restrict the transmission from
shifting into too high of a gear by selecting “2.” You may also have a sport mode which would be
wise to engage. Also, beware of your “kickdown” mode, or the switch at the bottom of the
throttle pedal travel that forces the vehicle into the lowest possible gear. Accidentally
engaging this could cause the vehicle to slide or just unsettle its driver. It’s best to read up on
your owner’s manual and decide how to set your car up from there.
If you own a new or exotic enough car it may be equipped some form of clutch-less manual
transmission. BMW is known
(perhaps infamously) for its
SMG (Sequential Manual
Gearbox), which it has recently
abandoned to offer a DKG (Dual
Clutch Gearbox). Porsche offers
a PDK (are you ready? Porsche
Doppelkupplung) and Volkswagen
offers a DSG (Direct-Shift
Gearbox). These are some of
many of a growing breed of
transmission that are manual in
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technology, controlling the clutch when the driver moves the lever or flips a paddle. These
transmissions, to the dismay of a large group of motorsport purists, are offering quicker shifts
and better performance than the same cars equipped with traditional three pedal manual
transmissions. Most of these transmissions offer a launch mode which Volkswagen describes
on its webpage for the DSG as “simply put your DSG® transmission in sport mode, press […]
keep your left foot on the brake, and then press the gas pedal to the floor. Take your foot off the
brake. Blast off.” If your vehicle has one of these transmissions, read up on how to activate your
launch mode in the owner’s manual.
Traction Control
Most newer and higher end vehicles beginning in the late 1990’s or so are equipped with some
form of traction control. Traction control in general works by monitoring the drive wheels for
wheel spin and adjusting power to those wheels until traction is regained. There is a multitude of
other systems of various complexities, but they all revolve around the same basic principle. This
is a fantastic safety feature for every day driving, so much so that it is becoming mandated for
new cars. However it can impede high performance driving. If you vehicle is equipped with traction
control and you are nervous about turning
it off for your first event, I would suggest
you leave it on, and turn it off when you
feel comfortable. You will probably find
yourself outgrowing it quite quickly and
turning it off after your first or second
run. Consult your owner’s manual if you
are unsure about how to turn it off, as
some system requires holding the button
for a certain amount of time to fully shut
the system down.
Fig. 12

Pushing the Limits
Autocross is one of the safest forms of motorsports, and it requires the input of all to keep it
that way. Drivers are encouraged to learn the limits of their cars and their own abilities.
Occasionally losing control of your vehicle is an integral part of that process. However pushing
the limits and acting recklessly are not the same thing. The SCCA appoints a safety steward to
observe the driver’s behavior, they can tell the difference between a driver attempting to learn
and a driver acting recklessly. If the safety steward pulls you aside, listen and adjust your
behavior or you may be asked to leave.
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Bailouts and Red Flags
You may lose control of your
vehicle, and if you do your job is to
bring the vehicle to a stop. Don’t
panic, keep both hands on the
wheel and bring both feet down on
the clutch and brake, stopping the
car as quickly as possible. When
you collect yourself, proceed
around the course.

Fig. 13

Red Flags can be shown for any number of reasons, including an obstruction on the course, or an
issue with yours or somebody else’s car. Keep your vision open and be alert for the corner
stations. If you see a red flag, stop the car as quickly, but safely, as you can. A tip for drivers,
the faster a flag waves the more concerned you should be about stopping!
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Other Events
While autocross is our main focus, there are several other activities we take part in through the
year.
Cruises
Sometimes on nice days in the fall and
spring MM will get together for a cruise
on some old country roads. It’s a great
opportunity to hang around with some
like minded people and get your car and
mind out of Harrisonburg for a few
hours. Cruises are usually very
impromptu and plans form quickly on
the forum, which will be discussed later.
While we are all speed freaks and gear
heads don’t come to a cruise if you’re
looking to break any land speed
records. We are concerned with safety
and our public representation of JMU,
and deliberately reckless behavior is
not welcome. One thing to keep in mind
for a cruise is following distance.
Whenever you have a large convoy of
cars traveling together, one of us
braking up front causes a ripple effect
through the pack and if you’re following
too close you could rear end a friend.

Fig. 14

Bi Weekly Meetings
Every other week MM gets together on campus to discuss plans for the next few weeks. Check
the website for meeting times and places. If you’re interested in the club come sit in a meeting
and see what we’re all about.
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Karting
Once a semester MM travels as a group to G-Force Karting in Richmond and competes in some
kart racing. They are 6.5hp carts and are quite powerful considering what they weigh. Every year
it’s a blast and if you love motorsports you should consider coming out and joining us.
Car Show
Every year we have a car show to raise money for charity. This is usually a big event and is a
great opportunity to come out and show off your car or check out others. In the past we have
had a mobile Dyno come out so you can see how much power your car produces.
Track Days and HPDEs
There are two race tracks within a weekend trip’s driving distance from JMU, VIR in Danville and
Summit Point in West Virginia. MM usually makes an appearance at most High Performance
Driver Education (HPDE) events. Some of our alumni and more dedicated students participate
in the schools, or work
corners to build credit so
they can compete in
schools later on for free.
Students are welcome to
come and spectate,
photograph, get ride alongs
with more advanced
drivers, and participate in
touring laps. There is
always something to watch
or someone to hang out
with, and often times MM
leaves JMU as a group.
Fig. 15
The Forum
MM maintains a website (www.mmsports.org), which is a fantastic communication tool for the
organization. The forum discussion allows members to communicate with one another, track
changes in upcoming events and even impromptu planning of informal gatherings and events. It’s
also a good place to go if you need to help of a local gear head.
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